The search for efficient and reliable bio-inspired optimization methods continues to be an active topic of research due to the wide application of the developed methods. In this study, we developed a reliable and efficient optimization method via the hybridization of two bio-inspired swarm intelligence optimization algorithms, namely, the Monkey Algorithm (MA) and the Krill Herd Algorithm (KHA). The hybridization made use of the efficient steps in each of the two original algorithms and provided a better balance between the exploration/diversification steps and the exploitation/intensification steps. The new hybrid algorithm, MAKHA, was rigorously tested with 27 benchmark problems and its results were compared with the results of the two original algorithms. MAKHA proved to be considerably more reliable and more efficient in tested problems.
1) The climb process: In this exploitation process, monkeys search the local optimum solution extensively in a close range.
2) The watch-jump process: In this process, monkeys look for new solutions with objective value higher than the current ones. It is considered an exploitation and intensification method.
3) The somersault process: This process is for exploration and it prevents getting trapped in a local optimum. Monkeys search for new points in other search domains. In nature, each monkey attempts to reach the highest mountaintop, which corresponds to the maximum value of the objective function. The fitness of the objective function simulates the height of the mountaintop, while the decision variable vector is considered to contain the positions of the monkeys. Changing the sign of the objective function allows the algorithm to find the global minimum instead of the global maximum. The pseudo-code for this algorithm is shown in Figure 1 . There are different equations for the somersault process. In this study, the somersault jump steps were as follows: 
The Krill Herd Algorithm (KHA)
This bio-inspired algorithm [3] simulates the herding behavior of krill individuals. The values of the objective function correspond to the krill movements, which represent the minimum distances of each individual krill from food and from the highest density of the herd. The krill motion involves three main mechanisms, a) The movement induced by the presence of other individuals. b) The foraging activity. c) Random diffusion.
In addition, two adaptive genetic operators are used: Mutation and Crossover algorithms. In nature, when the predation action is made by predators, such as seals, penguins or sea birds, they remove krill individuals resulting in decreasing the krill density. Afterwards, the krill individuals increase their density and find food. So, the individual krill moves towards the best optimum solution as it searches for the highest density and food. The closer the distance to the highest density and food, the less value of the objective function is obtained. The objective function value of each individual krill is supposed to be an imaginary distance and contains a combination of the distance from food and from the highest density of the krill swarm. The individuals' variables of the function are considered to be time-dependent positions of an individual krill, which are governed by the three mentioned features along with the genetic operator. The pseudo-code for this algorithm is shown in Figure 2 .
It is important to note that there are four types of KHA: (1) KHA without any genetic operators (KHA I); (2) KH with crossover operator (KHA II); (3) KHA with mutation operator (KHA III); and (4) KH with crossover and mutation operators (KHA IV). In this study, KHA IV was used in solving the benchmark problems. 
MAKHA Hybrid Algorithm
MAKHA is a new hybrid algorithm, which combines some of the mechanisms and processes of MA and KHA to get a reliable algorithm with appreciated performance. The steps of both algorithms include exploration/diversification and exploitation/intensification features as follows. The exploration/diversification features of MA are the somersault process and the watch-jump process, while for KHA, they are the physical random diffusion and the genetic operators. On the other hand, the exploitation/intensification features of MA are the climb and the watch-jump process, while for KHA, they are the induced motion and the foraging activity.
Both algorithms attempt to balance between exploration/diversification and exploitation/ intensification features. MA has two exploration operators and two exploitation operators. The watch-jump process acts as both an exploration and an exploitation operator. The somersault operator is a high-performing diversification operator that makes a good use of the pivot function. Since MA is an exploration-dominant algorithm, the exploitation balance is brought to the algorithm by running the climb process twice per iteration. In each process, the MA algorithm uses a large number of cycles that reaches up to 2000 cycles in some problems. Increasing the number of cycles reduces the computational efficiency because it increases the number of function evaluations (NFE).
Even though KHA also has two exploration operators and two exploitation operators, its exploration component is not dominating because the physical random diffusion is a less efficient exploration operator than the somersault operator. Thus, the entrapment in local minima is more probable in KHA than in MA. The trapping problem can be addressed in the KHA by the use of two genetic operators (crossover and mutation), which appear in KHA IV algorithm. Since the foraging movement is a high-performing exploitation operator, KHA could be considered an exploitation-dominant algorithm.
An equal number of exploration and exploitation operators does not necessitate a balance between exploration and exploitation. The performance of operator is a critical factor. Assessing the performance of an operator can be done by replacing the exploration or exploitation operator in one algorithm with the same type of operator in the other algorithm. Testing the modified algorithms with benchmark problems can reveal whether or not the replaced operator was performing its function efficiently relative to the other operator.
To improve the performance of the algorithm such that the modified algorithm outperforms the two original algorithms, we aimed at using the best performing exploration and exploitation operators from the two algorithms. The hybrid algorithm, MAKHA, was constructed from the following processes:
1. The watch-jump process. 2. The foraging activity process. 3. The physical random diffusion process. 4. The genetic mutation and crossover process. 5. The somersault process.
The climb process, which consumes a high NFE, was not included in the hybrid algorithm. The random diffusion step was included in only one of MAKHA's variant as explained below.
MAKHA was implemented in two different ways: MAKHA I, which does not use random diffusion; and MAKHA II, which uses the random diffusion step. It was found, as shown in the Results Section, that MAKHA I was more suitable for low-dimensional problems, while MAKHA II was better for the high-dimensional problems (NV = 50). The general pseudo-code for this algorithm is shown in Figure 3 , while the equations used are as follows:
• Initialization procedure:
-Random generation of population in which the positions of the hybrid agent (monkey/krill) are created randomly, Xi = (Xi1, Xi2, …, Xi(NV)) where i = 1 to NP, which represents the number of hybrids, while NV represents the dimension of the decision variable vector.
• The fitness evaluation and sorting:
-Hi=f(Xi) where H stands for hybrid fitness and f is the objective function used.
• The watch-jump process:
where b is the eyesight of the hybrid (monkey in MA) which indicates the maximal distance the hybrid can watch and Yi = (Yi1, Yi2, …, Yi(NV)), which are the new hybrid positions.
-If −f (Yi) ≥ −f (Xi) then update Xi with Yi if feasible (i.e., within limits).
• Foraging motion:
-Depends on food location and the previous experience about the location.
-Calculate the food attractive food i β and the effect of best fitness so far 
where C food is the food coefficient, which decreases with time and is calculated from:
where I is the iteration number and Imax is the maximum number of iterations.
-The center of food density is estimated from the following equation:
and Hibest is the best previously visited position.
-Ĥ and X are unit normalized values obtained from this general form:
where ε is a small positive number that is added to avoid singularities. Hbest and Hworst are the best and the worst fitness values, respectively, of the hybrid agents so far. H stands for the hybrid fitness and was used as K symbol in krill herd method.
-The foraging motion is defined as
where Vf is the foraging speed, wf is the inertia weight of the foraging motion in the range [0, 1], and old i F is the last foraging motion.
• Physical diffusion:
This is an exploration step that is used at high dimensional problem, then
where Dmax is the maximum diffusion speed and δ is the random direction vector.
• Calculate the time interval Δt ( )
where Ct is constant.
• The step for position is calculated through:
where dt dX i represents the velocity of the hybrid agent (Krill/Monkey).
• Implementation of genetic operator:
where
and Cr is the crossover probability
where µ is a random number,
and Mu is the mutation probability:
where Hgb is the best global fitness of the hybrid so far and Xgbest is its position.
• The somersault process: 
-Update Xi with Y if feasible or repeat until feasible.
Somersault II
-Create a pivot P by this equation used in MA:
-Get Y (i.e., the hybrid new position)
-Update Xi with Y if feasible and repeat until feasible.
In summary, MAKHA offers more exploration than KHA and more exploitation than MA.
Numerical Experiments
Twenty-seven classical benchmark functions were used to evaluate the performance of MAKHA as compared to the original MA and KHA. Tables 1 and 2 show the benchmark functions used along with their names, number of variables, variable limits and the value of the global minimum. Table 3 lists the parameters used in the three algorithms in which their values were set to give the best attainable results for each algorithm. A new parameter for MAKHA was defined as the midpoint between the lower boundary and the upper boundary of the decision variables X. It is calculated from this formula:
in which, according to the value R, certain values were assigned to MAKHA's parameters, as seen in Table 3 . 
Cross-leg table [37] ( ) ( ) 
Trigonometric [53] ( ) 
The twenty-seven problems constitute a comprehensive testing of the reliability and effectiveness of the hybrid algorithm. Thirteen functions have two variables only, yet some of them are very difficult to optimize. Surface plots of eight of the two-variable functions are shown in Figure 4 . Each problem was solved 30 times by each of the three algorithms. The best value at each iteration was recorded and the means of the best values were calculated amongst the 30 run as a function of the iteration number. The plots of the mean best values versus the number of function for the three algorithms provide a clear comparison of both the reliability and the efficiency of the algorithms. Reliability is represented by how far the algorithm predictions of the minimum are from the known global minimum, while efficiency is represented by the number of function evaluations needed for the calculation of this best value. To complete the evaluation of the MAKHA in comparison with the original MA and KHA algorithms, we have employed the performance profile (PP) reported by Dolan et al. [55] , who introduced PP as a tool for evaluating and comparing the performance of optimization software. In particular, PP has been proposed to represent compactly and comprehensively the data collected from a set of solvers for a specified performance metric. For instance, the number of function evaluations or computing time can be considered performance metrics for solver comparison. The PP plot allows visualization of the expected performance differences among several solvers and to compare the quality of their solutions by eliminating the bias of failures obtained in a small number of problems.
To introduce PP, consider ns solvers (i.e., optimization methods) to be tested over a set of np problems. For each problem p and solver s, the performance metric tps must be defined. In our study, reliability of the stochastic method in accurately finding the global minimum of the objective function is considered as the principal goal, and hence the performance metric is defined as 
where f* is the known global optimum of the objective function and fcalc is the mean value of that objective function calculated by the stochastic method over several runs. In our study, fcalc is calculated from 30 runs to solve each test problem by each solver; note that each run is different because of the random number seed used and the stochastic nature of the method. So, the focus is on the average performance of stochastic methods, which is desirable for comparison purposes. For the performance metric of interest, the performance ratio, rps, is used to compare the performance on problem, p, by solver, s, with the best performance by any solver on this problem. This performance ratio is given by { } 
The value of rps is 1 for the solver that performs the best on a specific problem p. To obtain an overall assessment of the performance of solvers on np problems, the following cumulative function for rps is used:
where ρ(ς) is the fraction of the total number of problems, for which solver s has a performance ratio rps within a factor of ς of the best possible ratio. The PP of a solver is a plot of ρs(ς) versus ς; it is a non-decreasing, piece-wise constant function, continuous from the right at each of the breakpoints.
To identify the best solver, it is only necessary to compare the values of ρs(ς) for all solvers and to select the highest one, which is the probability that a specific solver will "win" over the rest of solvers used. In our case, the PP plot compares how accurately the stochastic methods can find the global optimum value relative to one another, and so the term "win" refers to the stochastic method that provides the most accurate value of the global minimum in the benchmark problems used.
Results and Discussion
As stated, each of the numerical experiments was repeated 30 times with different random seeds for MAKHA and the original MA and KHA algorithms. Parameters used for stochastic algorithms are reported in Table 3 . The objective function value at each iteration for each trial was recorded. The mean and the standard deviation of the function values were calculated at each iteration. The global optimum was considered to be obtained by the method if it finds a solution within a tolerance value of 10
. The progress of the mean values is presented in Figures 5-8 for each benchmark function and a brief discussion of those results follows.
The Ackley function has one minimum only. The global optimum was obtained using MAKHA and in relatively small number of function evaluations as shown in Figure 5a . MA and KHA were not able to obtain satisfactorily the global minimum. The best value obtained by MA was still improving by the end of the run, whereas KHA results were not. This significant improvement in performance was also clear with the Beale function (Figure 5b ). The Beale function has one minimum only, which was only obtained satisfactory by MAKHA. The performance pattern for the three methods was different for the Bird function, as depicted in Figure 5c . MAKHA arrived at the global minimum almost instantaneously. KHA was trapped in a local minimum, while MA was approaching the global minimum, but did not reach it after 300,000 function evaluations. For the Booth function, both MAKHA and KHA arrived at the global minimum but with an improvement in orders of magnitude for the efficiency of MAKHA. On the other hand, MA failed to arrive at the global minimum, as shown in Figure 5d . For Bukin 6 function, none of the three methods obtained the global minimum within the used tolerance. However, MAKHA performed better than KHA, which performed better than MA, as shown in Figure 5e .
MAKHA and KHA performed similarly for the Carrom table function, as they obtained the global minimum almost instantaneously, as shown in Figure 5f . MA could not achieve the global minimum even after 300,000 function evaluations. For the Cross-leg table function, MAKHA was the only method to obtain the global minimum, as shown in Figure 5g . Note that MA performed better than KHA after many NFE. MAKHA obtained the global minimum for the Generalized Eggholder function almost instantaneously, as depicted in Figure 5h . The other two methods were not able to obtain the global minimum but MA's performance was significantly better than KHA's. For the Goldstein-Price function, all three algorithms obtained the global minimum, as depicted in Figure 6a . However, MAKHA and KHA were orders-of-magnitude more efficient than MA. For the Himmelblau function, MAKHA obtained the global minimum at low NFE, KHA obtained it at high NFE, and MA was not able to obtain it after 300,000 NFE, as shown in Figure 6b . This performance was almost exactly repeated with the Levy 13 function, as shown in Figure 6c . As for the Schaffer function, both MAKHA and MA converged to the global minimum within the used tolerance. MAKHA was more efficient than MA in terms of the NFE required to obtain the global minimum, as shown in Figure 6d . KHA failed to converge to the global minimum for this particular function. Figure 6e shows the evolution pattern for the Zettl function. MAKHA and KHA obtained the global minimum within a small NFE, while MA obtained it after considerably more NFE. The Helical Valley function has three variables. The evolution of the mean best values of the three algorithms is reported in Figure 6f and results showed that the performance of MAKHA was better than the other two algorithms. MAKHA efficiently obtained the global minimum, while the other two could not, with h) KHA performing better than MA. This convergence performance is almost exactly repeated with the two four-variable functions, the Powell function ( Figure 6g ) and with the Wood function (Figure 6h) . The evolution of the mean best values of the three algorithms for the five-variable functions, which are the Extended Cube, Shekel and Sphere functions, are reported in Figure 7a -c, respectively. For the Extended Cube function, MAKHA was able to obtain the global minimum, while the other two methods failed to converge to the global minimum. For the Shekel function, MAKHA obtained the global minimum very efficiently, as compared to MA, which obtained it at a higher NFE. KHA failed to converge to the global minimum for this function. A relative close pattern is repeated with the five-variable sphere function. Hartman function is a fifty-variable function and its results are depicted in Figure 7d . MAKHA and KHA converged to the global minimum efficiently, while MA failed to achieve it after 300,000 function evaluations. For the Griewank function, shown in Figure 7e , the three algorithms failed to converge to the global minimum. However, MAKHA performance was considerable better than the performance of the other two algorithms, which performed similarly. The Rastrigin function is one of the three functions in which MAKHA was not the top performer. The results for the Rastrigin function are reported in Figure 7f . The three methods did not obtain the global minimum. However, MA performed better than MAKHA, which in turn performed better than KHA. For the Rosenbrock function, whose results are shown in Figure 7g , the three algorithms did not obtain the global minimum, within the acceptable tolerance, with 1,500,000 function evaluations. However, the best value obtained by MAKHA is seven orders-of-magnitude better than that obtained by the other two algorithms. Sine Envelope Sine function is the second function in which MAKHA did not outperform MA, see Figure 7h . MA was the only method to achieve the global minimum. MAKHA's performance was significantly better than KHA's performance.
(g) (h) Table 4 shows a summary of the performance results for the twenty-seven benchmark problems. MAKHA has outperformed its parent algorithms in the majority of the benchmark problems studied.
Best global values are shown in bold. The performance profiles reported in Figure 9 summarize the results of the MAKHA evaluation in comparison with the two original algorithms. MAKHA was the best algorithm in 24 out of the 27 cases considered. In several cases, the hybrid algorithm was the only algorithm that obtained the global minimum. Also, due to its efficient exploration and exploitation components, it converges to the global minimum with less NFE than the original two algorithms. The results of new proposed hybrid were promising that could be attributed to the combination of some of the mechanisms and processes of MA and KHA together to produce a reliable algorithm with appreciated performance. The procedures of both algorithms include exploration/diversification and exploitation/intensification features as follows: Both algorithms (MA and KHA) make a good compromise and balance between exploration/diversification and exploitation/intensification features. However, MAKHA uses the best setup of efficient operators, which are capable of producing the previous promising results.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a new hybrid algorithm, which is based on two bio-inspired swarm intelligence global stochastic optimization methods, the Monkey Algorithm and the Krill Herd Algorithm. The hybridization made use of the efficient components in each of the two original algorithms. It aimed to provide a better balance between exploration/diversification steps and exploitation/intensification steps to more efficiently and more reliably solve a wide range of problems in comparison with the its parent algorithms. This hybrid method was evaluated by attempting to find the global optimum of twenty-seven benchmark functions. The newly developed MAKHA algorithm led to improved reliability and effectiveness of the algorithm in the vast majority of the benchmark problems. In many cases, the global minimum could not be obtained via the original algorithms, but was easily obtained by the new method.
The authors are currently working on the improvement of MAKHA by decreasing the number of its parameters, and increasing its reliability and efficiency in solving difficult thermodynamic problems. The performance of MAKHA is compared to the performance of other algorithms thath have high reliability in solving these kinds of problems.
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